## Zoom Updates: Version 5.9.3 & 5.9.6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Older versions of Zoom</th>
<th>Version 5.4.6 &amp; Version 5.4.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Add Video to Waiting Room           | - Users can only choose between having the default screen or a logo + description on the waiting room | - Users can add a video (up to 30MB) when customizing the appearance of the waiting room in the Zoom web portal  
- Participants in the Waiting Room are able to view the video while waiting for the host to allow them into the meeting  
- This feature requires v5.9.3 or higher, and can be accessed in the web settings |
| Additional Blur Background enablement methods | - Users can only blur their video by going into the video settings and checking the blur video option | - Users can now blur their video by selecting the Blur My Background option from the start/stop video menu in the main toolbar, the 3-dot menu on the user’s video tile, and by clicking anywhere on the video image  
- This option is also available on the self-preview screen before the user enters a meeting |
| Expand/Collapse all Breakout Rooms when self-selecting | - When self-selecting Breakout Rooms, participants have to click each breakout room to expand/collapse it | - When self-selecting Breakout Rooms, participants can quickly expand all or collapse all available breakout rooms  
- This feature requires v5.9.6 or higher |

**Note:** Some features may require the participants (e.g. students) to also be on the newer version of Zoom in order for it to work.